
Note STCM) =T/TM). (in fact, CO(M) -module:
(fr)(p) =f(p)r(p)
--

Reduction ofStre 17. In.23
-

Recall thata vector bandle inmany he specified by
cocycle date:open cover (VIEA) ofX +transition fus

Tag: VanV->GLpR
satisfying the cocycle condition:Va,We A

TaV:TB ta

Refm LetGEGLR, x: E -> Mub ofrank Kon M. A

reduction ofthe structure group
ofEtoca is a



GLuR-cocycle representingthe iso class ofE, all of whose

transition maps are valued
in G.

Eg. .G =GL =dt"(R>d =GLn

If Eadmits a GLYRR-cocycle call itable
If This orientable, call Movientable.
-

· G =0(k) =G4yR

If E admitsan O(k)-coxycle, then we can endow
each of its fibers with an inner productand
transition data will respect this.

If TM has structure up
reduced to e(n), call



Ma Riemannian manifold and say M
has been
-

given a Riemannian structure.
--

Eit Every smooth mfld admits a Riemannian str.

Tristing Fix a representation (i.e. homomorphism)
:Gha(R) -> GLmCte). Composing transition data for n
with

a gives new cocycles

go:VaRV-GLmIR = ES
A

s ↑
Glutt StemThe associated ib on M is the g.-tuting ofE.



Eg. o dut: GLaR->Gh,R= RYnot detE line bundle on M
(7

NE

·

GLGu > E*dual ofE

Lal?Global Fres
E

UEM open, an
rb ofrank k

M

Cr., . . . ,) =T(E,U)" is a halfare ifrilp),..., (p) is

E
u

a basis of Ep UpeU;-*
↓

local sections ofE over U
u =m



global frame when U =M.

Note Frame for M =frame for TM.

E.g. Trivial bundles MARK admitthe global frame
↓
M

Ce,
..., en) where,G)= (p, ei).

· Local trivializations induce local frames:

i'll URL so define i =fve;

...i



Drop Every smoothlocal/global frame for a smooth ub

is associated with a smooth local/global trivialization.

2 p. 259

Cr Asmooth manifold is parallelizable iff TM is trivial.

↑

defined as TM

admitting a global
frame

-

The Cotangent Bud-
Dals Van R-vector space.



Iv* ==Homp(V, R)
=(wiV -Rwlinear) is the dual space of V.
-
a contor

Given basis v...., n ofV letv...., ** ** be the corectors

defined by vi(j) =31
it inj (then extended

0 ifits linearly).
Them , ..., n is the cual basis (to(vii) of UP.

Given A:V->W linear, the deal of Ais

A*:W*-> V*

W

~1 -Aw
R IR



i.e. (A*c) (r) =w [Ar) for veV, wEW*.

Have (AOB)*:B*. ** and id*: idea so duality is

a functor Vecto -> Vect -

Double dual V**: (V*)*. Have

3 =3r:V-vx
x

W* wiV ->R
v

Bald I
R w(V

Then 3: idvent(I**is a natural transformation:

for Air->W/linear,



~ As w

3r1 Ir commutes.

**-> WKE
A**

Drop If dim v<8,
them 3:VEsVKA is a natural isomorphism.

=VEVR*for infinitedin Ventureis is notnaturein
Tangent contors onmanifold

peM smooth mild, the colangent space atp is

Tp*M = =(TM)*.



The transition fas for TM are inverse-transpose ofthose for TM.

Write (t*(M) =P(TM) for smooth coverstor fields on M.

The differential
I ( T*M,n)

infxC8(), write af tHt(U) defined byw
open in M W:M

+

linear
df:u +T*M

pan PM v

afp t I
R ofp():of
e

Using TpM
=Der(((U))

call of the deferential corrector field of7.



Take (x) smooth coords on UCM open.
2 of TMln with dual frameGeta fame , ..., x

xi.., in of rambu. (Xil (eil)*(
Have sfp" [A:) isp for some fus A::U-IR.

By deft of of,
A:(p)=df, (l):Eil*:ilp.

Thus ofp = [i(p)x" -00054,in x" word system

In particular, applied to xill-R cord fr, get



dxsG:Sal xl=xp
I.e., dx', ..., ax" is the dual frame ofEx, ...,.
Thus ofp:[fipdxil= Tp*

(f(x)
and olf =[*:dx" =Ct*(U).

Why coctors?They give us coordinatefree versions

of gradients!



dF

TM ->TN im A, TRR:RR* RR

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓=df - (t*(n)
M -N M -IR T*M
F f

TM -p/xR IYdf
v -(prf)

M



E.g. fiR2-IR
(x,y) xycosx

of =aosaldx+ax) dy

=(2xycosx -xysinx)dx +(x"cosx) dy
- -

while if =1/
interval

top fig (CO(M), a,bt 1R:
(d) imf = 5cR, h:5M

(a) d(af+by) =adf + bdg =d(hof):(h"ofldf
(b) d(fg) =fdgrgdf (e) f const => df =0.
(d(fg) =gt(gdf - fdg) a gto


